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Presentation Notes
Offsets are a relatively new tool, but the literature is large. What I’d like to do here is to give an overview of relevant concepts and principles that underpin credible offsetting.And if you have dealings with offsets, I hope you’ll find these useful for thinking through the offsetting process.



So, what exactly are “offsets”? 
} Business Biodiversity Offsets Programme (BBOP) 
 

Biodiversity offsets are “measurable conservation outcomes 
of actions designed to compensate for significant residual 
adverse biodiversity impacts arising from project 
development after appropriate prevention and mitigation 
measures have been taken.  
The goal of biodiversity offsets is to achieve no net loss and 
preferably a net gain of biodiversity on the ground with 
respect to species composition, habitat structure, ecosystem 
function and people’s use and cultural values associated with 
biodiversity.” (emphasis, mine) 
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I think the most comprehensive definition is the one developed by the Business Biodiversity Offsets Programme or BBOP, for short. According to this, biodiversity offsets are: measurable outcomes of actions, that compensate for residual impacts due to the project, after appropriate prevention and mitigation measures have been taken.This definition emphasises that: First, Offsets are intended as compensation for residual impact that simply cannot be avoided or mitigatedSecond, the mere fact of engaging in offsetting actions is not sufficient – we can only judge whether compensation has been delivered from the outcomes that are actually achieved by the actionsTypically, the objective of offsetting is to ensure at a minimum, no net loss, and preferably a net gain of biodiversity on the ground.



The Promise of Offsets 
For Conservation: 
} better, more cost-effective conservation outcomes than normally occurs in 

infrastructure development 
} meaningful compensation that ensures no net loss of biodiversity 
 
For Developers: 
} Secure their “license to operate” 
} Better manage costs and liabilities 
} Improve outcomes for affected communities 
 
 
} Championed by BBOP (partnership of >75 organisations – govts, financial 

institutions, business, NGOs) 
} Adopted into regulatory & voluntary frameworks (e.g. Australia, NZ, USA, 

Canada, South Africa, Brazil etc.) 
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It is argued that the use of biodiversity offsets in conjunction with infrastructure development will lead to ‘wins’ for Conservation as well as DevelopersFor Conservation, Offsets offer the potential for better and more cost-effective conservation outcomes than normally occurs in developmentIf offsets are carefully designed they can provide meaningful compensation that will balance out adverse impacts with conservation gains so that in the final accounting, there’s no net lossFor developers, if they can demonstrate no net loss of biodiversity, they believe this will Secure their “license to operate”;Enable them to better manage their costs and liabilities; andImprove outcomes for affected communitiesBiodiversity Offsets are championed by BBOP, which was set up 10 years ago, to develop the Principles, Methods and Standards for the use of Biodiversity Offsets.BBOP is a collaboration of [click] >75 organisations, including governments, such as the Australian and New Zealand govts, financial institutions, such as the International Finance Corporation and the Global Environment Fund, businesses, such as Shell, RioTinto and Alcoa, and NGOs such as Forest Trends and the Wildlife Conservation Society. So the Principles, Methods and Standards were developed with input from government, business, policy-makers, scientists and environment and civil society groups.There has been strong uptake of offsetting, and it’s been adopted into regulatory and voluntary frameworks at various levels of administration in many countries, such as at national, state and local govenment levels.It sounds promising, but not everyone is quite so enthusiastic.



Whoa! Not so fast! 
} Nov 2013, >140 groups signed statement against offsets 

 
 
Objections/criticisms: 
} Signals a “license to trash” (condone payment for right to destroy) 
} Dangerous deal that will ultimately leave biodiversity worse off 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In November last year, >140 environmental groups from around the world signed a statement condemning biodiversity offsetting.The main objections are that offsets:a) Signal a “license to trash” and condone the destruction of biodiversity, in exchange for compensation [click], and that they amount to [click] b) A dangerous deal that will ultimately leave biodiversity worse off in the long run



Principles of credible offsetting 
} Adherence to the mitigation hierarchy 
} Clearly defined objectives 
} Commitment to ‘like-for-like’ compensation 
} Setting limits of what can be offset 
} Clear rules and measurement systems for quantifying 

losses & gains to guarantee fair exchange 
} Accounting for uncertainties & risks 
} Governance: transparent & effective compliance, 

monitoring & enforcement of approved offset 
arrangements 
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Is there a way in which offsets can be used in a justified and credible manner? Many people have thought deeply about the challenges of offsetting, and how to answer the criticisms and concerns that have been raised.I think these 7 principles [click] capture what needs to happen at each stage of offset design, assessment and delivery, to make offsetting credible.



P1: Adherence to the Mitigation Hierarchy 

1. PI = a 
project’s 
Predicted 
Impact 

2. PI can be 
reduced by 
measures 
(e.g. design 
changes) 
that avoid 
impact (AV) 

3. PI can be 
further 
reduced by 
measures that 
minimise & 
mitigate 
impacts 
(MM) 

4. Residual 
impacts 
(losses) are 
then 
compensat
ed for by 
gains (G) 
produced 
by offsets 

5. After stepping 
through the 
mitigation 
hierarchy, “no net 
loss” is achieved if 
biodiversity losses 
are balanced with 
gains 
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To counter the charge that offsetting provides a “license to trash”, virtually ALL frameworks for offsetting require adherence to the mitigation hierarchy, which says, Avoid, Minimise, Mitigate and only finally, Offset as a last resort. This figure shows the steps of applying the mitigation hierarchy and where offsets fit in the scheme.First, the magnitude of the project’s biodiversity impact must be properly estimated.The design phase tackles how impacts can be avoided as far as possible through design changes. Then we consider what further measures can be used to minimise and mitigate the impacts.The quantum of residual impacts [click], is what then needs to be addressed via gains produced by offsets.Adherence to the mitigation hierarchy is what confers legitimacy to offsets. So most policies refer to the ‘mitigation hierarchy’ but typically, policies don’t specify a standard of proof that proponents must use to demonstrate that they’ve taken all reasonable measures to avoid, minimise and mitigate before offsetting.In practice, we’re seeing dilution of the mitigation hierarchy through exemptions and exclusions. [For instance, under Victoria’s new native vegetation clearing regulations, the whole state has been classified into 3 categories of risk: low, moderate and high. If the area you want to clear is under 1 hectare in size and falls in a Low risk category, you do not need to demonstrate how you’ve complied with the mitigation hierarchy – under these conditions, clearing can be expected as a right and you simply go straight offsets.~91% of the entire state has been classified as Low risk.]



P2: Clear Objectives 
} What are the impacted entities? 
} What is the goal – No Net Loss or Net Gain? 
} Spatial Context 
} Duration of impact and longevity of offset outcomes 
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For offseting to be credible, clear objectives are imperative.By this I mean, we need to be clear definitions about:What the impacted entities are. Are they a particular population of plants or animals? A particular forest type or ecological community Or an ecosystem such as a wetland? ii) The goal needs to be stated upfront – is it no net loss or net gain? iii) Does spatial context need to be included in specifying the objectives? For instance, if what’s impacted has special value in the immediate locality, then the offset may need to be situated in the local area. For example, the impacted site might be the southern-most occurrence of a glider species. From a conservation perspective, it may be important to make sure that any offsets maintain or improve the viability and persistence of this southern most population of gliders. In other situations, it may be permissible to relax this requirement and allow offsetting to occur anywhere within the same bioregion.iv) Objective-setting also needs to consider the duration of the impact and the longevity of offset outcomes. If the impact is permanent (like, when a road or dam is built), then the conservation outcomes of offsetting should also endure in perpetuity.  



Like-for-Like 
BROAD Interpretation 

(apples-for-apples) 
STRICT Interpretation 

(Granny Smith-for-
Granny Smith) 

P3: Like-for-like Compensation 
Like-for-Like 

BROAD Interpretation 
(apples-for-apples) 

STRICT Interpretation 
(Granny Smith-for-

Granny Smith) 

Replace a lost hectare of 
native forest with a hectare of 
similar-value forest type in the 
same general bioregion 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Like-for-Like 
BROAD Interpretation 

(apples-for-apples) 
STRICT Interpretation 

(Granny Smith-for-
Granny Smith) 

Replace a lost hectare of 
native forest with a hectare of 
similar-value forest type in the 
same general bioregion 

Replace a lost hectare of X 
forest type with a hectare of 
similar-value X forest type, in 
close proximity to destroyed 
forest. Replacement should 
provide habitat of equivalent 
quality for a similar 
complement of species as that 
of the destroyed forest. 

Like-for-Better, 
Trading-Up 

(Out-of-Kind) 

Replace a lost hectare of 
degraded forest with a 
hectare of higher-value 
native forest; OR replace a 
lost hectare of forest with 
a hectare in a region with 
greater scarcity of native 
forest 
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Like-for-like seems straightforward, but people have managed to complicate it.So, a broad interpretation might stipulate that a lost hectare of native forest should be replaced with a hectare of similar-value forest type in the same general bioregion. A strict interpretation might specify that a lost hectare of X forest type, must be replaced by a similar-value area of X forest type in close proximity of the destroyed forest. Also, the replacement should provide habitat of equivalent quality for a similar set of species as that of the destroyed forest.So for example, if the patch that was destroyed had lots of hollow-bearing trees, surrounded by good feeding habitat for bats and possums, then the replacement ought to also have these features.  Now, because we’re now in the realm of trading and exchange, people start introducing concepts such as “trading up”. The idea here is to replace what’s lost with something that’s of higher conservation value. So for instance, replacing a lost hectare of degraded forest with a hectare of old-growth forest.  From a conservation perspective, we usually mean strict like-for-like.Because if you deviate from like-for-like, the impacted entity will become systematically degraded over time.And will make it impossible to achieve no net loss.  Some offsetting schemes have this notion of an “indirect offset” – this refers to actions that do not directly offset the impacts on the affected entity, but which are expected to lead to benefits for the impacted entity.It refers to actions such as giving funds for research into the impacted entity or funding educational programs. If it sounds tenuous and woolly, well, that’s because it is. Indirect offsets should never be a substitute for like-for-like compensation. 



P4: Setting Limits to What Can be Offset 
} In credible offset schemes: Offsets do not mean that 

proposals with unacceptable impacts can be approved 
} What are unacceptable impacts? 
} How do we identify the limits to what can be offset? 

Offsetting is inappropriate/unachievable if impacted entity is: 
} critically endangered 
} unique & irreplaceable 
} highly restricted in distribution – effectively irreplaceable 

since no viable offset sites outside area affected by 
development 
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To counter the charge that offsets are just an excuse to allow any development to go ahead, as long as compensation is provided, credible offset schemes need to spell out the limits to what can be offset. The official position of Australian National and State policy is that “offsets do not mean that proposals with unacceptable impacts will be approved”.So what are unacceptable impacts? How do we identify the limits to what can be offset early in the project stage?Australian offsetting policy is largely silent on this. But luckily, the literature is not. Some limits are straightforward. For example offsetting is inappropriate of unachieveble if, the impacted entity is critically endangeredthe entity is unique – one of a kind and therefore irreplaceableit has such a highly restricted distribution that it is effectively irreplaceable since there are no viable offset sites outside the area affected by developmentThere are further situations where offsetting is inappropriate or unachieveable, but to understand these, we need a closer look at how biodiversity gains are generated to offset biodiversity losses. 



3 Ways to Generate “Biodiversity Gains” 

Potential trajectory under 
existing land use, 
management regime or 
threatening processes 

Potential trajectory 
under biodiversity 
offset actions regime 
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There are 3 ways to generate biodiversity gains at an offset site: Enhancement; Averted loss and Creation. Note that all gains have to be measured with reference to a defined baseline – shown by the solid lines here. This is because gains from offset actions MUST be additional to what was already being done or required at the site as part of the normal duty of care under existing laws, regulations or programs.For example, if the control of noxious weeds is already an obligation under existing laws, you cannot count the gain produced by noxious weed control as an offset gain.This is called the principle of additionality.  In this enhancement example, we start with an offset site that is in relatively good condition, and expected to continue in that condition under the current management regime – perhaps the site is a privately owned woodland remnant that has a covenant on it, and isn’t being used for any production activities. We generate gains through restoration actions to enhance biodiversity, for example, by reinstating large wood debris at the site, or through biodiverse plantings of understorey species.Because it was quite good to begin with, the gain that is possible isn’t very large and soon levels out. In the averted loss case, we have an offset site that is expected to degraded over time under its current management regime – perhaps it’s a privately-owned native forest that is being selectively logged and occasionally grazed. We generate gains from averted loss by ceasing to log, building a fence to exclude grazing animals and allowing natural regeneration. Because the offset site was projected to degrade quite substantially under the existing management regime, the possible gain is quite large, even though the biodiversity value never matches that of the enhancement site.  To generate gains by creation, offset actions must produce measurable increases in biodiversity value from a site where they were initially absent.For example, it may be a site where individuals impacted by development are translocated. If the individuals subsequently survive, and a self-sustaining population takes hold, then this counts as an offset gain.  



P4: Setting Limits to What Can be Offset 
} Critically endangered 
} Unique & irreplaceable 
} Highly restricted in distribution – effectively irreplaceable 

since no viable offset sites outside affected area 
} impact site in good to excellent condition – few, if any, like 

offset sites where gains can be made via enhancement 
} background rates of loss are low at like offset sites – few, if 

any, options to make gains via averted loss 
} lack of knowledge &/or effective restoration techniques – 

high uncertainty gains can be achieved within acceptable 
timeframe 

} resources required to generate requisite gains is prohibitive 
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So in addition to the 3 situations we identified previously, we can now add the following.Offsetting is inappropriate if:d) the impacted site is in good to excellent condition, and there are practically NO like offset sites where gains can be made via enhancemente) the background rates of loss are low at like offset sites, such that there are few, if any, options to make gains via averted lossf) our knowledge about the impacted entity and effective restoration techniques is so deficient that huge uncertainty surrounds whether gains can achieved, and within an acceptable timeframe – for instance, we may simply not know how to make translocation successfulg) the resources required to generate the requisite gains is prohibitive 



P5: Clear Rules & Measurement Systems 

} Choice of biodiversity components & measures 
(e.g. abundance, #breeding pairs, spp richness, struc complexity) 
} Methods/Protocols for estimating biodiversity measures 
(e.g. min survey effort, accepted survey techniques) 
} Details & justifications for final ‘metric’/’currency’ 
(e.g. VIC-‘habitat hectares’, NSW-‘BioMetric’) 
} Accounting model, including ‘exchange rules’ 
(est. net balance biodiv; like-for-like, trade-up, out-of-kind etc) 
} Explicit calculation of losses & gains at matched impact & 

offset sites 
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By now you’ve probably got the idea that offsetting to achieve no net loss is very much an accounting exercise.So, like accounting systems, a credible offsetting scheme needs clear rules and measurement systems.These lay the ground rules for quantifying biodiversity losses and gains.The whole point is to make sure that there’s a fair exchange that will guarantee no net loss overall. It’s not possible to measure “all biodiversity”, so one needs to choose what components to focus on. For threatened species, we might measure abundance, or the number of breeding pairs or the amount of high-quality habitat. For biodiversity patterns, we might measure species composition, native species richness, or the structural complexity of the vegetation. For proper accounting, measurements need to be repeatable, so the methods and protocols for estimation must be fit-for-purpose and clearly described. This means specifying things like, minimum field survey effort, acceptable survey techniques for target taxa and so on.Biodiversity components and their associated measures are often integrated into a summary metric or currency that then forms the basis for what’s meant by losses and gains. For instance, Victoria uses a metric called ‘habitat hectares’ and New South Wales has one called ‘BioMetric’. Care must be taken to ensure that the metric reflects the underlying ecological rationale/intent. Because any biodiversity characteristic that’s not adequately incorporated into the metric will only be protected by chance and risks being lost in and exchange.The accounting model governs how we estimate the net balance of biodiversity over some defined space and timeframe. ‘Exchange rules’ are used to preserve equivalent or near-equivalent exchanges. We’ve already encountered them when we talked about like-for-like compensation. Essentially, exchange rules set out whether we’re going to permit strict like-for-like or broad like-for-like, or allow trading-up or trading out-of-kind and so on.If you have a mix of species-specific as well as broad biodiversity pattern measures, it may be necessary to make multiple loss-gain calculations at matched impact and offset sites to transparently account for the various components



P6: Accounting for Uncertainties & Risks 

Uncertainties  
In Quantifying Losses & Gains That May Cause Offsets to Fail 

Measurement error Environmental stochasticity (storms, fires, 
floods, landslides) 

Systematic error Partial/total failure of actions used to 
generate (enhancement, averted loss or 
creation) gains 

Natural variation in dynamic systems Insecurity of tenure at offset sites 

Model uncertainty Insufficient funds to resource the full 
package of offset actions 

Subjective judgement 
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Uncertainties are an inevitable part of life and decision-making. Many uncertainties and risks are foreseeable, so, credible offsetting does not ignore uncertainties. There are 2 main areas that we need to pay attention to:1. Uncertainties in quantifying losses and gains; and2. Uncertainties and risks that may cause offsets to fail Uncertainties in quantifying losses and gains can arise from:i) Measurement error ii) Systematic error – this is biases in survey or sampling methods, for example, surveying under the wrong conditions that mean you systematically overlook key speciesiii) Natural systems experience cycles of disturbance and recovery. This makes it difficult to get “representative” measurements from a single point in timeiv) Model uncertainty refers to the fact that we use models and representations to make predictions and inferences. If we have the “wrong model” this can lead to error in projections of predicted impacts, or errors in expected gains from offset actions (e.g. Misdiagnosis of threatening processes)v) When data is scarce we often rely on expert judgements, and subjective judgements carry inherent uncertaintyMany of these types of uncertainties in quantifying losses and gains can be addressed by having clear rules and measurement systems. Now, except in cases where offset credits have to be paid upfront before any project impacts are allowed, most offsetting situations involve immediate and certain biodiversity losses in exchange for uncertain, future gains.In an extended timeframe, offsets may fail due to:i) Storms, fires, floods, landslides or drought; orii) There may be partial or total failure of the restoration or management measures relied upon to generate gains – maybe your revegetation plantings fail to survive or are killed by diseaseiii) Offsets need to endure for as long as the impact does. But sometimes policy changes alter the tenure at offset sites. For instance, in New South Wales, RioTinto is seeking approval to enlarge their existing mine at Bulga. The proposed extension will destroy an existing offset that was set aside as compensation for the current mine. The Land and Environment Court found against the proposal, but the NSW govt is in the process of changing planning law to accommodate this development. iv) And finally, insufficient funds to resource all the offset actions that are needed to generate the requisite gains is another manmade risk One can insure against the first 2 types of risk by providing multiple offset units for each unit lost. Simulation analyses have shown that comprehensive accounting of uncertainty can result in the need for very high offset ratios – some 10s to 100s of units for each unit lost, in order to be robust.[Moilanen, A., van Teeffelen, A. J. A., Ben-Haim, Y. and Ferrier, S. (2009) How much compensation is enough? A framework for incorporating uncertainty and time discounting when calculating offset ratios for impacted habitat. Restoration Ecology 17, 470-478.]



P7: Governance: compliance, monitoring & enforcement 

Key Issues: 
} Roles & responsibilities 
} Resourcing 
} Reporting & auditing 
 
} So far, little rigorous performance monitoring & 

systematic evaluation 
} Therefore, little evidence of effectiveness & reliability 
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Transparent and effective governance arrangements are vital to ensure that approved offset arrangements do in fact, deliver no net loss.  Some key issues in governance include:Clearly spelling out roles and responsibilities to specify who’s responsible for each stage of offsetting: what needs to be done, what’s the minimum standard, what sort of monitoring will take place, how compliance will be ensured, what sorts of penalties will apply if standards aren’t met and so onb) Resourcing and financing for all stages of offsetting including implementation, monitoring, and evaluation must be adequate and sufficiently robust to withstand changes in economic conditionsc) There should also be periodic reporting and auditing so that we can gauge if offsetting is on track and will actually deliver the expected outcomes All this might sound kind of tedious. But some system of assurance is necessary if we’re to have confidence that offsetting will actually deliver no net loss of biodiversity.  Even though offsetting has been adopted in many countries and jurisdictions, there’s little rigorous performance monitoring and systematic evaluation.This means there’s little evidence on whether offsetting is an effective and reliable tool for no net loss or net gain outcomes. The small amount of evidence from offsetting policy in Victoria has limitations, but indicates that it has not reduced biodiversity loss.  



Principles of credible offsetting 
} Adherence to the mitigation hierarchy 
} Clearly defined objectives 
} Commitment to ‘like-for-like’ compensation 
} Setting limits of what can be offset 
} Clear rules and measurement systems for quantifying 

losses & gains to guarantee fair exchange 
} Accounting for uncertainties & risks 
} Governance: transparent & effective compliance, 

monitoring & enforcement of approved offset 
arrangements 
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Just to finish off – I think ALL of these principles are required for a credible offsetting scheme that aims to deliver no net loss - NONE of these principles are optional extras. Offsetting holds promise, but they’re complex to design, assess and deliver in practice, particularly when we have imperfect knowledge and uncertainties to deal with. Because there’s inadequate evidence of effectiveness and mounting evidence of problems at various stages of offsetting – the precautionary approach should be to manage impacts via the mitigation hierarchy and respect the limits of what can be offset, until further research can provide evidence of offset performance under real-world conditions. 
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